The importance of stimulus configuration for temporal summation of first and second pain to repeated heat stimuli.
Temporal summation of pain is suggested to be an important factor during various clinical conditions. Controversies exist as to whether temporal summation exists for Adeltafibre-mediated first pain. The aim of the present human experimental study was to investigate the importance of stimulus configuration (intensity, inter-pulse interval, location) for temporal summation of radiant (laser)- and contact-heat-induced pain. Consecutive stimuli were applied to the same or to adjacent skin locations. Both stimulation techniques evoked rapid temperature changes, which is an important parameter for recruitment of specific cutaneous nociceptors (Adelta and C fibres). Psychophysical thresholds and intensity ratings were used to assess the pain evoked by repeated stimuli applied to the hairy skin of nine volunteers. Inter-pulse interval (IPI) and stimulus intensity were important and interrelated parameters for temporal summation of pain. An increase in IPI resulted in a decreased summation, whereas increased stimulus intensity resulted in increased summation. Brief heat pulses evoked both first and second pain, and summation of the different pain qualities was investigated. Taking the latency from stimulation to perception into consideration, we were able to differentiate and find summation of first (Adeltafibre-mediated) and second pain (C fibre-mediated). Summation of first pain was more pronounced for high (38 degrees C) than for low (30-32 degrees C) baseline temperature. Copyright 1998 European Federation of Chapters of the International Association for the Study of Pain.